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Abstract: Current solutions for privacy-preserving data
sharing among multiple parties either depend on a centralized authority that must be trusted and provides only
weakest-link security (e.g., the entity that manages private/secret cryptographic keys), or leverage on decentralized but impractical approaches (e.g., secure multi-party
computation). When the data to be shared are of a sensitive nature and the number of data providers is high,
these solutions are not appropriate. Therefore, we present
UnLynx, a new decentralized system for efficient privacypreserving data sharing. We consider m servers that constitute a collective authority whose goal is to verifiably
compute on data sent from n data providers. UnLynx
guarantees the confidentiality, unlinkability between data
providers and their data, privacy of the end result and the
correctness of computations by the servers. Furthermore,
to support differentially private queries, UnLynx can collectively add noise under encryption. All of this is achieved
through a combination of a set of new distributed and
secure protocols that are based on homomorphic cryptography, verifiable shuffling and zero-knowledge proofs. UnLynx is highly parallelizable and modular by design as it enables multiple security/privacy vs. runtime tradeoffs. Our
evaluation shows that UnLynx can execute a secure survey
on 400,000 personal data records containing 5 encrypted attributes, distributed over 20 independent databases, for a
total of 2,000,000 ciphertexts, in 24 minutes.

them among multiple entities in a privacy-conscious way
has become critical in numerous contexts. Five concrete
examples include (i) medical research, where patients’ sensitive data, from multiple institutions, need to be protected
from an increasing number of cyber attacks [45] while
remaining accessible to practitioners who want to better
understand and treat complex diseases, (ii) fraud detection, where a tax authority needs to securely access foreign
bank accounts in order to identify potential tax evaders,
(iii) public safety, where security agencies from different
countries need to protect their confidential information
but also share it to design effective anti-terrorism strategies, (iv) private surveys, where institutions need to collect
personal data from citizens or private companies, and (v)
commercial collaborations, where corporations do not want
to reveal confidential data but are willing to share some
information for mutual benefit.
In the last few years, researchers have tried to address
these needs by proposing different privacy-preserving solutions that enable several data providers to securely store
and share their sensitive data in either a centralized or decentralized way [3, 11, 14, 26, 28, 30, 33, 39, 40, 42, 49, 50].
Yet, despite the acknowledgment and acceptance that most
of these solutions have received in the research community
of privacy and security, only a few have been converted into
concrete operational tools and deployed in the real world
[3, 14, 39]. The main reasons for such a low adoption stem
from the fact that simpler solutions based on a centralized
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approach [30, 39] only provide weakest-link security (e.g.,
data sharing, differential privacy
relying on a trusted third party managing cryptographic
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data can stipulate data-use agreements with a centralized trusted third party that becomes fully responsible for
collecting, storing and managing the data for the whole
ecosystem. Yet, this approach has proven to not be futureproof and to be particularly difficult to realize on a large
scale for the following three main reasons:
– The trusted third party represents a single point of
failure in the system. A breach caused by an external
(hacker) or internal (insider) attack can compromise all
data providers’ data at once.
– Data providers are beginning to understand the value
of their sensitive data and are increasingly willing to
be masters of them, instead of giving control to a third
party [8, 10].
– Privacy restrictions from different jurisdictions, such
as the new European General Data-Protection Regulation [4], can prevent data providers from transferring
their data across national boundaries, thus substantially
limiting the scope of data-sharing.
Hence, it is more urgent than ever to develop new operational tools that enable thousands of data providers
to protect and efficiently share their sensitive data while
keeping control over them.
In this paper, we respond to this by presenting UnLynx,
a new decentralized operational solution for efficiently protecting and querying a large amount of sensitive data that
is distributed across a multitude of data providers. UnLynx outperforms state-of-the-art secure solutions, both in
terms of security and efficiency, as it does not present a
single point of failure and has the ability to scale up to
thousands of data providers. It achieves this while guaranteeing (i) data confidentiality at rest and during processing,
(ii) unlinkability between data providers and their data,
(iii) correctness of secure computations, and (iv) private
release of end-results.
UnLynx is a decentralized system where data providers
are able to share their sensitive data without having to trust
one single entity to protect their privacy and data confidentiality. In fact, trust is distributed among multiple entities
that constitute a collective authority [44]. UnLynx achieves
two distinct types of decentralization. The first is the decentralization of the data, i.e., there is no central repository
for all data. Each data provider can store its data on its
own premises thus maintaining control over them. The second is the decentralization of the computations, i.e., there
is no central authority responsible for all the computations.
Instead, even in the presence of a malicious adversary, a
group of collective-authority servers is responsible for securely processing data from the different data providers.
In particular, UnLynx enables the end-user to perform SQL-like queries over encrypted distributed data
to compute useful descriptive statistics (e.g., count/sum,
averages, etc.) on a selected subset of data records in a
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privacy-preserving way. This subset selection is based on
a set of Boolean conditions. Although these operations
represent only a subset of those supported by alternative
approaches based on SMPC or trusted third parties, it
is also true that such a subset is enough to solve most
of the data-sharing scenarios described above. Moreover,
contrary to alternative approaches, our solution is highly
parallelizable by design and can easily scale to thousands
of data providers with millions of data records.
In UnLynx, during the secure processing, data are
homomorphically encrypted under a collective key and
shuffled by a set of servers, hence preventing any entity
in the ecosystem from linking data back to their respective owners. By generating deterministically encrypted
tags from probabilistically encrypted records, UnLynx is
also able to filter encrypted records according to the set of
Boolean conditions defined in the query. Finally, to prevent
inferences based on the end result and to satisfy formal privacy notions (e.g., differential privacy), UnLynx provides
a mechanism enabling the collective-authority servers to
obliviously perturb the end result with noise (unknown to
any party) sampled from a known probability distribution.
All computations performed by UnLynx can be verified
through the use of cryptographic zero-knowledge proofs.
To evaluate the performance of UnLynx, we built a
working prototype implemented as a modular system
where the different security features are represented by
independent modules that can be activated depending
on the application domain and on the privacy/efficiency
requirements. An experimental evaluation, in a realistic
simulation environment, shows that our prototype scales
almost linearly with respect to the amount of data to be
shared and the size of the collective authority. A query with 2 Boolean conditions and 1 grouping criteria, over
400,000 records distributed among 20 data providers, and
processed by 3 independent servers - can be executed in
less than 24 minutes under the assumption of a strong adversary. By relaxing this assumption (e.g., by considering
honest-but-curious servers and deactivating some of the
security modules) the execution time of the same query
can be reduced to, at best, 2.5 minutes.

Contributions
In this paper we make the following contributions:
– A flexible, decentralized, strongest-link security system for privacy-conscious data sharing among a multitude of distributed data providers, built on top of
well-established security and privacy techniques, and
secure even in a strong adversary model.
– A novel use of collective authorities combined with the
use of homomorphic encryption and zero-knowledge
proofs.
– A set of new secure and distributed protocols enabling
deterministic tagging, key switching and collective ag-
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gregating that, combined with a verifiable shuffle enable = (rB, x+rP ) where r is a random nonce. The additive hoa set of collective-authority servers to compute on dis- momorphic property states that EP (αx1 +βx2) = αEP (x1)
tributed sensitive data and produce zero-knowledge + βEP (x2) for any messages x1 and x2 and for any scalars
proofs of their work.
α and β. In order to decrypt a ciphertext (rB, x+rP ), the
– A novel distributed protocol that enables collective- holder of the corresponding private key p (P = pB) multiauthority servers to obliviously perturb an aggregate plies rB and p yielding p(rB)=rP and subtracts this point
query end-result in order to satisfy formal notions of pri- from x+rP . The result is the message x.
vacy (e.g., differential privacy) and to mitigate inference
2.3 Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Correctness
attacks from a malicious querier.
– A thorough evaluation of our modular system and of In order to provide guarantees of correct computations
the different privacy/efficiency tradeoffs in a realistic by the collective authority, UnLynx makes use of zeroknowledge proofs for general statements about discrete logsimulation environment.
arithms, introduced by Camenisch et al. [16]. In general,
these proofs enable a verifier to check that the prover knows
2 Background
the discrete logarithms y1 and y2 of the public values Y1 =
We describe several tools that UnLynx is built upon. For y B and Y =y B and that they satisfy a linear equation
1
2
2
the remainder of this paper, we assume elliptic curve noA1y1 +A2y2 =A,
(1)
tation in which G is an elliptic curve1 and B designates a
base point on G.
where A, A1, A2 are public points on G. This is done without revealing anything about y1 or y2. These proofs can
2.1 Collective Authority
be made non-interactive through the Fiat-Shamir heuristic
Applications and systems often rely on authorities that [27].
provide security-critical services. For example, certificate
In UnLynx, these proofs are used to ensure the integrity
services might rely on an authority to attest the ownership of each computation and are published in such a way that
of public keys by the subjects of the certificates. Because they can be verified by any entity.
these services are security-critical, they are obvious targets
for attackers. In order to provide stronger security and 2.4 Verifiable Shuffle
to distribute trust, authorities can be decentralized, i.e., In UnLynx, we use the verifiable shuffle of sequences of
composed of multiple collaborating entities, referred to as ElGamal pairs described by Andrew Neff [34] to transform
a collective authority. An example of a scalable collective- encrypted data in such a way that the outcome cannot be
authority is described by Syta et al. [44].
linked to the original encryption.
Each server Si from the collective authority possesses
Formally, we consider the SHUFFLE protocol such that
a private-public key pair (ki, Ki). Using elliptic curve no- SHUFFLE π,r00 takes as input multiple sequences of ElGai,j
tation, Ki = kiB, where ki is a scalar and Ki is a point mal pairs (C1,i,j , C2,i,j ) forming a a×b matrix and outputs
on G. The collective authority generates a collective public a shuffled matrix of (C̄1,i,j , C̄2,i,j ) pairs such that for all
key K = K1 +...+Km as the aggregation of all the servers’ 1≤i≤a and 1≤j ≤b,
public keys. The corresponding private key is never con00
00
(C̄1,i,j ,C̄2,i,j )=(C1,π(i),j +rπ(i),j
B,C2,π(i),j +rπ(i),j
P)
structed. Instead, in order to decrypt a message encrypted
00
using K, each server in the collective authority must par- where ri,j is a re-randomization factor, π is a permutation
ticipate and partially decrypt it by using its own private and P is a public key.
key. Thus, the collective-authority key provides strongestTherefore, this verifiable shuffle permutes each row of
link security such that attackers have to compromise all m ciphertexts of the form (ri,j B, xi,j +ri,j P ) and transforms
servers in order to decrypt. This can be assimilated to a it into an indistinguishable
list of ciphertexts of the form

0 B, x +r0 P where r0 = r00 +r
(m, m)-threshold decryption.
ri,j
i,j
i,j is a new random
i,j
i,j
i,j
nonce.
2.2 ElGamal Cryptosystem
Andrew Neff provides a method to prove that such a
In UnLynx, data are encrypted using the probabilistic and shuffle is done correctly, i.e., that there exists a permutaadditively-homomorphic ElGamal cryptosystem. Specifi- tion π and re-randomization factors r00 such that output =
i,j
cally, if P is a public key and x is a message mapped to a SHUFFLE 00 (input), without revealing anything about
π,ri,j
point on G, the ElGamal encryption of x is the tuple EP (x) π or r00 . This is achieved by using honest-verifier zeroi,j
knowledge proofs that are discussed in detail by Neff
[34, 35].
1 Elliptic Curves are known to require smaller key sizes for the same
levels of security compared to other methods [1], hence enabling
efficient computations.
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2.5 Differential Privacy
Differential privacy is an approach for privacy-preserving
reporting of results, first introduced by Cynthia Dwork [23].
This approach guarantees that a given randomized statistic, M(D)=R, computed on a dataset D behaves similarly
when computed on a neighbor dataset D0 that differs from
D in exactly one element. More formally we have that


Pr[M(D)=R]≤exp()·Pr M(D0)=R +δ,
(2)
where  and δ are privacy parameters: the closer to 0 they
are, the higher the privacy level is. The most straightforward method for achieving (, δ)-differential privacy [25]
consists in perturbing the original output f(D) with noise
drawn from the Laplace distribution with mean 0 and scale
∆f
 , where ∆f is known as the sensitivity of the original
real valued function f to be executed on the dataset:
∆f = max0 ||f(D)−f(D0)||1.
D,D

(3)

3 System and Threat Models
We introduce our system model and discuss UnLynx’s
functionality, security/privacy and performance requirements. Then we sketch our threat model.

3.1 System Model
Our system, as depicted in Figure 1, consists of n data
providers DP1,..., DPn, m servers S1,..., Sm and a querier
Q2. Together, the servers form a collective authority (CA)
for privacy-preserving data sharing. The DPs combined
constitute a distributed database that is used to answer
queries. The querier and each of the DPs independently
choose one server in the CA to communicate with. They
can change this choice at any time. Data providers generate and/or store data that can pertain to either one or
several individuals.

Fig. 1. Data providers (in blue), collective-authority servers (in green)
and querier (in red). In this example, m = 3 and n = 10. The arrows
show the information communication flow.

We assume a public immutable distributed ledger DL
that is collectively managed by the servers and contains

2 There can be several queriers in the system, but as they do not
interact with each other, without loss of generality, we consider the
protocol for a single one.
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a complete view of the system, the access rights of the
queriers, a list of available DPs, the query history and the
system’s global variables, such as the privacy parameters.
Any change in the topology or querier access rights triggers
an update of the public ledger.
We now discuss the functionality that UnLynx must
provide along with its security/privacy and performance
requirements.
Functionality. UnLynx should permit SQL queries
of the form ‘SELECT SUM(∗)/COUNT(∗) FROM DP1,...,DPl
WHERE ∗ AND/OR ∗ GROUP BY ∗’ , where l ≤ n and we consider that ‘∗’ denotes an arbitrary number of attributes.
We refer to the attributes involved in the WHERE clause and
GROUP BY statement as filtering attributes. These queries
can be executed on the distributed databases held by a
set of l chosen DPs. Depending on its permission level, a
querier can be limited to some types of queries. Finally, in
some specific cases, UnLynx can also provide the possibility of ‘SELECT ∗’ queries. This would, for example, enable
DPs to query and decrypt their own database. However,
this type of query is not suited for secure data-sharing as, it
cannot be done on a distributed database held by multiple
DPs, while ensuring data confidentiality and privacy. We
further discuss this in Appendix B.
Security and privacy. UnLynx should be able to
filter query responses based on the Boolean conditions of
the query, i.e. attributes in the WHERE clause, and to group
responses according to the GROUP BY statement without
revealing any information about any of the attributes or
to which groups the responses belong to. The confidentiality of raw data must be protected at rest and during
processing. Moreover, no entity should be able to trace a
query response back to its provider, i.e. unlinkability between DPs and their data must be guaranteed. UnLynx’s
primary goals are to enable data sharing, ensure the DPs’
privacy and avoid any data leakage. Hence, UnLynx does
not intend to protect queriers’ privacy. UnLynx should
permit any entity to check the correctness of the system’s computations and it should ensure that any entity
that computes incorrectly can be identified and excluded
from future computations. UnLynx must ensure (, δ)differential privacy for any individual sharing his data.
Finally, it should guarantee that only the querier is able
to decrypt the result of its query.
Performance. We require UnLynx to scale linearly
with the number of DPs, the amount of data and the size
of the CA. It should also provide a shorter response time
by relaxing some of the security/privacy requirements.

3.2 Threat Model
We define UnLynx’s threat model by discussing the role
of each entity in the system.
Collective authority servers. We assume an
Anytrust Model [46] for the CA servers. In other words, to
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achieve the functionality and the security/privacy guarantees described in Section 3.1, UnLynx does not require any
particular server to be globally trusted or to be honest-butcurious. Instead, as long as there exists at least one server
that is not malicious, these properties are guaranteed.
Data providers. We assume DPs to be honest-butcurious and discuss the impact of having malicious DPs
in Section 5. UnLynx does not protect against false information coming from the DPs, i.e., we do not ensure data
integrity coming from the DPs. However, in Section 6.1,
we propose a mechanism that enables servers to verify that
an input is within a range of values, hence mitigating the
effect of DPs sending altered data. Each DP can independently choose one server in the CA to trust, i.e., each DP
can choose a different server. Finally, a DP cannot collude
with any other entity.
Queriers. We assume queriers to be malicious. They
can try to infer sensitive information about DPs and can
collude between themselves or with a subset of the CA
servers.
We assume that all network communication is authenticated and encrypted. This can be ensured by standard cryptographic techniques, e.g., using TLS protocol. The number
of queries accepted per minute by UnLynx is limited and if
a server does not respond, it can be removed from the CA.

4 Overview of UnLynx
In order to achieve privacy-preserving sharing of sensitive
data, we developed a modular system that enables the use
of sub-protocols as building blocks according to security,
privacy and performance requirements. In Section 4.1, we
describe our decentralized data-sharing protocol that is
depicted in Figure 2. This protocol combines sub-protocols
that we describe in more detail in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 2. Decentralized Data Sharing Protocol from beginning (DPs
encrypt their data using the CA’s public key) to end (querier decrypts
final aggregate answers using its private key). The initialization step
is executed once at the setup of the system.

the system,  and δ, and it uniformly samples some points
from this distribution, based on the probability quantum
parameter θ. We assume that these parameters are chosen
before the initialization of our system. This choice highly
depends on the application domain. The resulting samples
are then used as obfuscation noise in Step 6. This process
is explained in detail in Section 4.2.3.
Symbol/abbreviation

Description

G; B
S1 ,...,Sm
DP1 ,...,DPn
EP ()
(ki , Ki )
K =K1 +...+Km
(u, U)
(C1 , C2 )=(rB, x+rK)
si ,vi
DL
(, δ); ∆f
θ

Elliptic curve; base point on G
m collective-authority servers
n data providers
ElGamal encryption using key P
Server i’s private-public key
Collective authority’s public key
Querier’s private-public key
ElG encryption of x with K
Server i’s short-term secrets
Immu. distributed ledger
Privacy parameters; Query sensitivity
Proba. quantum parameter

Table 1. Commonly used symbols and abbreviations.

4.1 Decentralized Data-Sharing Protocol

Step 1. Querier Q sends its query to a server
Si in the CA. An example of a query could be
‘SELECT SUM(employed) FROM DP1, ... , DPd WHERE age =
EK (46) AND married = EK (1) GROUP BY gender’. In order
for the servers to privately process the query, the attribute
values in the WHERE clause are encrypted with the CA’s
public key K.
Finally, Si broadcasts the query to all the other collectiveauthority servers, and each of them sends the query to
a different set of DPs such that each DP in the FROM
clause receives the query. We assume there is no error
during the broadcast, hence there is no query duplicate.
Before forwarding the query to its DPs or to other servers,
each server verifies the access rights of the querier in the
i=1
data providers to encrypt their sensitive data. A server of distributed ledger DL.
Step 2. The DPs select, for each of their data records,
the CA generates the probability distribution that correthe
encrypted or clear text values of the attributes specified
sponds to the predefined differential privacy parameters of

The protocol starts with a querier who wants to retrieve
some aggregate information about sensitive data stored by
multiple DPs. The query is sent to a chosen server that
broadcasts it to the other servers in the CA. Then, the
servers broadcast the request to all DPs that respond with
the requested sensitive data in encrypted form. These data
are securely and privately processed by the servers, before
the query result is sent to the querier, who is then able to
decrypt the final result. Table 1 contains the notation and
symbols used throughout the proposed protocol.
Step 0. In the initialization phase, each server Si in
the CA creates its own ElGamal key pair (ki, Ki). The
m
P
Ki that is used by
CA constructs its public key K =
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in the query and send them back to their respective server.
If the query contains a ‘SELECT COUNT’ statement, the DPs
append an attribute with value EK (1) to each of their
responses. In order to prevent the servers from knowing
the count value, the DPs add dummy records (containing
EK (0)) to their responses. A DP can choose to not respond
to a query, e.g., if it is too intrusive. Each DP digitally signs
its set of responses, publicly logs it in the DL, and appends
the signature to its message to ensure authenticity.
If some DPs respond with filtering attributes (attributes
involved in the WHERE clause and GROUP BY statement) in
clear text, the servers locally aggregate the responses for
each different combination of filtering attributes, thus reducing the number of responses to be processed.
Step 3. The CA launches a verifiable shuffle subprotocol in order to break the link between the DPs and
their data. In particular, each server sequentially performs
a verifiable shuffle on the data, as described in Section 2.4.
Any clear text data are encrypted during the verifiable
shuffle process. Eventually, each DP’s data will be shuffled
among themselves and with other DPs’ data, once by each
server.
Step 4. In order to execute the query, all the servers
run a distributed deterministic-tag sub-protocol on the
filtering attributes. This protocol appends a deterministic
tag to each filtering attribute of each DP ’s response.
The outputs of this protocol are used to filter the responses based on the query WHERE clause and to group
the responses according to the GROUP BY statement. For
example, if the query is ‘SELECT SUM(employed) FROM
DP1, ... , DPd WHERE age=EK (46) AND married = EK (1)
GROUP BY gender’, the WHERE clause is transformed to
‘WHERE age=DT (EK (46)) AND married=DT (EK (1))’ where
DT (x) is the deterministic tag derived from x. The
derivation of this tag is explained in Section 4.2.1. The
server will then check the query predicate for each response by verifying if ‘DT (agerespij ) == DT (EK (46))
AND DT (marriedrespij ) == DT (EK (1))’ holds. Here,
marriedrespij and agerespij are the values of the married
and age attributes of DPi’s response j. If the predicate is
not verified, the response is discarded. Finally, the remaining responses are grouped based on the deterministic-tag
values derived from their GROUP BY statement attribute
values, and the SUM/COUNT attribute values are aggregated
in each group. This results in one aggregated response per
group.
Step 5. The servers perform a collective aggregation
protocol, presented in Section 4.2.2. When this is done,
one server has the total aggregate response for each group,
encrypted under the CA’s public key K.
Step 6. One server executes an oblivious results obfuscation sub-protocol and begins by verifying in the public
distributed ledger DL if the same query has already been
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performed. We discuss how this verification can be executed with encrypted queries in Section 4.2.3. If the same
query has already been executed, the server adds the same
noise value that was used for the first query to the results
of the new one. If this is not the case, the server is responsible for starting a verifiable shuffle protocol (similar to Step
3) on the list of noise values generated in the initialization
phase. The server chooses the first element in the shuffled
list and adds this noise to the query results.
Step 7. The CA launches a key switch sub-protocol
to obtain the query results encrypted under the querier’s
public key U, instead of under the CA’s public key K.
Step 8. The total aggregated responses per group are
sent to the querier who is able to decrypt them by using
its private key u.

4.2 Sub-protocols
Here, we provide details about the distributed
deterministic-tag, collective aggregation, distributed results
obfuscation, key switch and dynamic collective-authority
sub-protocols that we designed to be independent building
blocks. They can be combined to achieve privacy-conscious
data sharing with different levels of security, privacy and
performance. For the distributed deterministic-tag, distributed results obfuscation and key switch, the collectiveauthority servers are organized into a cycle as these subprotocols are performed sequentially. For the collective
aggregation, however, the CA can be organized into a
tree to increase the protocol’s efficiency. After each subprotocol, we show how zero-knowledge proofs can be used
to guarantee computation integrity.
4.2.1 Distributed Deterministic-Tag
The distributed deterministic-tag sub-protocol, or DDT,
consists in tagging an ElGamal ciphertext of a message
x, encrypted using the CA key K, with a deterministic
value related to x without ever decrypting the ciphertext.
This sub-protocol is executed in two successive rounds. We
start with EK (x) = (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rK), the ciphertext
tuple corresponding to an ElGamal encryption of message
x that uses the CA’s public key K.
In the first round, each server sequentially generates a
fresh secret si and adds the value derived from its secret
siB to C2. This eliminates the possibility of having a deterministic tag of 0 as an output of the protocol when
the input message is zero. After this first round, the enPm
crypted message is (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rK + i=1siB). Let
(C̃1,0, C̃2,0) = (C1, C2) be a ciphertext resulting from the
first round.
In the second round, each server partially and sequentially modifies this ciphertext. More specifically, when
server Si receives the modified ciphertext (C̃1,i−1, C̃2,i−1)
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from server Si−1, it computes (C̃1,i, C̃2,i) as
C̃1,i =siC̃1,i−1

(4)
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proofs, a verifier can simply sum all of the ciphertexts and
check that it corresponds to the published output.
4.2.3 Distributed Results Obfuscation

and
C̃2,i =si C̃2,i−1 − C̃1,i−1ki



The distributed results obfuscation sub-protocol (DRO)
enables the CA to collectively and homomorphically add
Once all of these computations are done, we discard the
noise, sampled from a probability distribution satisfying
first component C̃1,m and obtain
the differential privacy requirements, to the query results.
m
X
This ensures (, δ)-differential privacy for DPs without
C̃2,m =sx+
sisB
(6)
revealing to any entity the amount of noise added. This
i=1
sub-protocol is composed of two phases: the initialization
Qm
where s = i=1 si is a short-term collective secret corre- phase, executed by the CA in the setup of the system; and
sponding to the product of each server’s fresh secret. C̃2,m the runtime phase, performed by the servers in order to
is the deterministic tag collectively computed from the respond to each query.
original ciphertext (C1,C2).
In fact, each server Si uses the same si for all the ciphertexts for a given query. Thus, if two messages xa and xb are
the same, then the corresponding tags will be the same. In
our case, this sub-protocol is used to verify the query conditions, namely the WHERE clause and GROUP BY statement.
Zero-knowledge proofs for the distributed
deterministic-tag. Each time a server adds a secret value
or computes Equations (4) and (5), it must also compute
a zero-knowledge proof to prove that the computations
were done correctly. In the second round, when computing
(C̃1,i, C̃2,i), server Si is the prover and any entity can act Fig. 3. Example of a quantization of Laplace distribution that is then
as a verifier. Coming back to Equation (1) in Section 2.3, used to derive noise values. The Laplace curve is in red and the quantas
which we recall is A1y1 +A2y2 =A, it is easy to see that for are in blue.
Equation (5), y1 = si, y2 = kisi are the discrete logarithms
In the initialization phase, to generate the probabilityof siB and kisiB = siKi, respectively. The points siKi, distribution curve, a server in the CA uses the globally
siB, A = C̃2,i, A1 = C̃2,i−1 and A2 = −C̃1,i−1 on G are applicable predefined and publicly available differential
made public and are part of the proof. The publication privacy parameter . The same server uses the predefined
of siB also guarantees that server Si has used the same probability quantum parameter θ in order to quantize an
secret si for all data during a given query. Similar proofs approximate representation of the distribution curve. This
can be obtained for the first round of the protocol and for enables the server to derive a list of noise values and to ranEquation (4) and are sketched in Appendix A.1.
domly choose a value that can then be added to the query
(5)

4.2.2 Collective Aggregation
Given the ElGamal ciphertext tuples (C1,i, C2,i) held
by each server Si, the CA will produce one ciphertext
(C1,aggr., C2,aggr.) as an aggregation of all ciphertexts
(C1,i, C2,i). This aggregation is possible due to the additive homomorphic property of the ElGamal cryptosystem.
In order to improve performance, the CA can be organized into a tree structure, in which each server will wait
to receive the ciphertext tuples from its children and sum
them before passing the result on to its own parent.
Zero-knowledge proofs for the collective aggregation. Here, a zero-knowledge proof consists in publishing
the ciphertexts and the result of their aggregation. Due to
the confidentiality property of the ElGamal cryptosystem,
publishing the ciphertexts does not leak any information
about the underlying plaintexts. In order to verify these

result to ensure (, δ)-differential privacy. An example of
the quantization of a Laplace distribution with θ = 0.05 is
depicted in Figure 3. We use the number of quantas (blue
dots) that fit under the curve in order to approximate the
distribution and to create the list of noise values. In our
example, the noise value list contains 11 ‘0’s, 4 ‘1’s and
‘-1’s, 2 ‘2’s and ‘-2’s, ...
In the runtime phase, one server starts by verifying if
the given query has already been answered by the system.
We assume that no entity can know that two different
queries yield the same results. To compare two queries, the
server first retrieves, in the DL, all the queries that have
been executed with the same attributes. For each of these,
the server verifies if the values for the encrypted attributes
match those in the new query. In order to do this, it subtracts both queries and tags the result along with a 0 by
executing a DDT sub-protocol. Finally, the server verifies
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if ∀j, DT (EK (Qnew,j −Qi,j ) = DT (EK (0)), where Qi,j is
the jth attribute of query i and new is the new query. If
all these equalities hold, the two queries are equal and the
server adds the same noise to the new query results. This
ensures that the noise cannot be averaged out. If the same
query has not already been answered, the server starts the
verifiable shuffle sub-protocol, described in Step 3, on the
list of noise values. The re-randomization in the verifiable
shuffle sub-protocol encrypts the clear text noise values.
The zero-knowledge proof of the verifiable shuffle ensures
the correctness of the computations. This results in a verifiable encryption and shuffling of the noise values. Then,
the same server chooses the first element in the shuffled
list as the noise value to be added. The verifiable shuffle
sub-protocol ensures that the noise is chosen randomly
from the proper distribution and that no entity knows its
value. This noise is added to the query results and stored
along with the query in the DL.
Zero-knowledge proofs for the distributed results
obfuscation. In the initialization phase, the correctness
of the computations can be verified by checking the value
of the parameters and the generated noise values that
are all publicly stored in the DL. For the runtime phase,
the integrity of the computations is ensured by the zeroknowledge proofs of both the verifiable shuffle presented
in Section 2.4 and the homomorphic addition described in
Section 4.2.2. Given the quantization of the distribution,
we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Laplace(0, b) with b= ∆f
 be the Laplace
distribution from which the noise is to be sampled, θ the
unit quanta, [−T, T ] the range of integer noises (T is the integer bound), and L the length of the generated noise list in
the initialization phase. Our mechanism M provides (, δ)1 −T/b
e
.
differential privacy where δ = L1 , if we choose θ = 2b
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Therefore, we have
1
(8)
P r[M(D1)=w]≤eP r[M(D2)=w]+ .
L
When w is at the boundary of M(D1), w might be the
output for D1 but is not a possible output for D2, hence
P r[M(D2) = w] = 0. For example, if µ1 = µ2 − 1, we have
M(D1) ∈ [µ1 − T, µ1 + T ], and M(D2) ∈ [µ2 − T, µ2 + T ],
1 −T/b
e
,
and thus P r[M(D2)=µ1 −T ]=0. If we choose θ ≥ 2b
1
then a boundary noise is sampled with probability L ,
hence the formula P r[M(D1) = w] ≤ eP r[M(D2) = w]+ L1
still holds with P r[M(D2)=w]=0. Nevertheless, we should
choose T large enough such that L1 is sufficiently low to
achieve strong differential privacy.
4.2.4 Key Switch
The key switch sub-protocol enables the conversion of an
ElGamal ciphertext of a message x encrypted under the
CA’s public key K to one of the same message x encrypted
under any known public key, e.g., the querier’s public key
U, without ever decrypting. The sub-protocol is described
below.
We start with EK (x) = (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rK), a ciphertext tuple corresponding to the ElGamal encryption of message x using the CA’s public key K. Let (C̃1,0, C̃2,0) = (0,
C2) be the initial modified ciphertext tuple. Each server
partially and sequentially modifies this element. More
specifically, when server Si receives (C̃1,i−1, C̃2,i−1) from
server Si−1, it generates a fresh random nonce vi and
computes (C̃1,i, C̃2,i) as
C̃1,i = C̃1,i−1 +viB

(9)

and
C̃2,i = C̃2,i−1 −(rB)ki +viU
= C̃2,i−1 −rKi +viU.

(10)

where v = v1 +...+vm. Once all of these are computed, we
Proof. Let w be the noisy output, µ1 the original output obtain the new ciphertext that corresponds to x encrypted
for dataset D1, and µ2 the original output for dataset D2. under the public key U, (C̃ , C̃ ) = (vB, x+vU) from
1,m
2,m
We have
the original ciphertext (C1, C2). At this point, the cipher1 −|w−µ1 |/b
e
/θe/L
P r[M(D1)=w] d 2b
text (C̃1,m, C̃2,m) can be decrypted only by the holder of
= 1 −|w−µ |/b
2
P r[M(D2)=w] d 2b e
/θe/L
the private key u, where U =uB.
1 −|w−µ1 |/b
Zero-knowledge proofs for the key switch. To
e
/θ+1
≤ 2b 1 −|w−µ |/b
prove
that the computations have been done correctly,
2
/θe
d 2b e
each time a server computes Equations (9) and (10), it
1 −|w−µ1 |/b
e
/θ
1
must also compute a zero-knowledge proof. Again, at each
≤ 2b
+ 1 −|w−µ |/b
1 −|w−µ2 |/b
2
e
/θ
d
e
/θe
step i, server Si is the prover and any entity can be the
2b
2b
1
verifier.
Coming back to Equation (1) in Section 2.3, it is
=e(|w−µ2 |−|w−µ1 |)/b + 1 −|w−µ |/b
2
easy to see that for Equation (10), y1 = ki, y2 = vi are the
d 2b e
/θe
discrete logarithms of kiB = Ki and viB, respectively. All
1
≤e|µ1 −µ2 |/b + 1 −|w−µ |/b
points Ki, viB, A = C̃2,i − C̃2,i−1, A1 = −rB and A2 = U
2
d 2b e
/θe
are made public and do not leak any information about
1
.
≤e + 1 −|w−µ |/b
underlying secrets. A similar proof can be obtained for
2
d 2b e
/θe
equation (9) and is sketched in Appendix A.2.
(7)
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4.2.5 Dynamic Collective Authority

secret key ki hidden, the CA’s secret key k =

m
P
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ki remains
i=1
This sub-protocol enables us to add/remove a server
unknown. As a result, data confidentiality is ensured for
to/from the collective authority. On the one hand, adding
m
P
more servers strengthens the privacy guarantees; on the DPs through the use of the CA’s public key K = Ki to
i=1
other hand, detecting misbehavior, for example through encrypt their data. The correctness of the noise-value genthe use of zero-knowledge proofs, should lead to the cul- eration is ensured by the fact that all the parameters and
prits’ exclusion from the CA. When a server joins/leaves values are stored in a public, immutable, distributed ledger
the CA, this server has to collaborate with all the DPs DL, and the computations can be verified by any entity.
in order to change their data encryption from the CA’s
Step 1. UnLynx rules out unauthorized queries by
previous public key to the new one. We assume, here, checking the querier’s permission in the DL. Moreover,
that DPs want to outsource computations and that the because DPs publicly log the fact that they respond to a
joining/leaving server participates in the protocol.
query, a server’s malicious behavior, such as excluding a
Without loss of generality, let Sm be the server that DP from a query or impersonating a DP, will be caught.
needs to be added/removed. in order to have its data
Step 2. Data authenticity is ensured by the DPs’ digital
encrypted under the CA’s new public key Knew, any DP signatures on the responses. Moreover, UnLynx enables
storing data encrypted using the CA’s previous public key an optional upper bound that can be used to hide the
Kprev must execute the following protocol. When adding amount of data sent by DPs. More specifically, DPs either
a new server Sm to the collective authority S1,...,Sm−1, discard some records or add dummy responses that consist
Kprev = K1 +...+Km−1 and Knew = K1 +...+Km. When of responses with the SELECT attributes, all equal to EK (0);
removing server Sm from S1,...,Sm, Kprev = K1 +...+Km and the filtering attributes uniformly distributed over the
and Knew = K1 + ... + Km−1. Starting from a message x range of possible values. This prevents an adversary from
encrypted under Kprev, (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rKprev), server inferring any information (e.g., using traffic analysis) from
Sm multiplies C1 by its private key km
the amount of data sent by a given DP .
C1km =(rB)km =rKm
(11) As described in Section 3.2, we consider DPs to be honestbut-curious, which means that we assume they provide
and adds/removes, the result to/from, C2
correct responses to a query and do not collude with any
C̃2 =C2 ±rKm =x+rKprev ±rKm =x+rKnew.8 (12) other entity. Otherwise, if malicious DPs collude with the
querier or some of the servers, they could infer some inComponent C̃1 remains the same, i.e., C̃1 =C1. The result
formation about other (non-colluding) DPs. Nevertheless,
is the new ciphertext tuple (C̃1, C̃2) = (rB, x + rKnew)
UnLynx would still offer some protection when this is the
corresponding to the same message x encrypted under the
case. In fact, when colluding with the querier, malicious
CA’s new public key. Hence, it is possible to expand the
DPs would only have access to an approximation of the
CA and update the corresponding encryptions without
query results of their target(s) because of the oblivious
needing to decrypt any of the ciphertexts. Finally, the DPs
noise addition done in Step 6. When colluding with one
that trusted the server who left the CA can choose another
or multiple servers, malicious DPs would be able to observer to trust or leave the system.
serve the output of the Distributed Deterministic Tagging
Zero-knowledge proofs for the dynamic collective
sub-protocol (Step 4). In the worst case, if there were only
authority. Using Equation (1) in Section 2.3, we see that
malicious DPs connected to a malicious server, they would
for Equation (12), y1 = km is the discrete logarithm of
be able to infer the mapping between an attribute and its
kmB = Km. All points Km, A = C̃2 − C2 and A1 = −C1
deterministic tag. Yet, the data would be shuffled (Step
are made public and do not leak any information about
3) and mixed with dummy records (Step 2) beforehand.
underlying secrets. A similar proof can be obtained for
This would still ensure the unlinkability of the data and
Equation (11) and is sketched in Appendix A.2
the secrecy of the honest DPs responses distribution.
Step 3. Unlinkability is guaranteed by the verifiable
5 Security and Privacy Analysis
shuffle sub-protocol. Data confidentiality is maintained as
We analyze UnLynx’s security and privacy by studying the data are never decrypted during the protocol.
Pm
each step of our decentralized data-sharing protocol preStep 4. The tag (sx+ i=1sisB) is a collective encrypsented in Section 4.1 and by showing, for each step, how tion of the filtering attribute x because each s is known
i
UnLynx guarantees the security and privacy requirements only to server S . Hence, the confidentiality of the filteri
presented in Section 3.1.
ing attributes is guaranteed. Each step of this protocol is
Step 0. In the initialization step, each server i builds its publicly verifiable due to the zero-knowledge proofs.
own key pair (ki, Ki) and, as long as one server keeps its
Step 5. A misbehaving server can be caught due to the
zero-knowledge proofs for homomorphic additions.
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Step 6. The input list of noise values is publicly known, can limit the damage to cumulative query results if only a
and the shuffling and aggregating operations can be veri- few of a DP’s records (inadvertently or maliciously) contain
fied. Any entity can check that the noise added is one of the invalid data, e.g., a data-entry error by an organization
values in the list, without learning which one. Moreover, employee. This would enable us to relax the assumption
the queries are publicly logged and the same noise is used that DPs input only correct data. Camenisch et al. [15]
for identical queries. By providing (, δ)-differential privacy, present simple and efficient zero-knowledge proofs to prove
UnLynx is resilient against (colluding) queriers/servers try- that an encrypted value is in a specific range/set. If the
ing to infer information from query outputs and against encrypted value is an integer I, a zero-knowledge proof
P
other types of attacks such as set difference attacks pre- consists of proving that I = Ij · bj and that each b-ary
sented by Souza et al. [19]. UnLynx maintains a global digit of this integer is between [0, b−1]. For the first part of
privacy budget, defined by Dwork [24], which is updated the proof we can adapt Equation (1), and as for the second
at each executed query by computing the sensitivity or the part, we can use the set membership proofs provided by
privacy loss of the query and by subtracting this value to Camenisch et al. [15].
the global budget. In fact, with (, δ)-differential privacy,
6.2 Enabling a Dynamic Collective Authority
the privacy loss is additive and the privacy budget imposes a limit on the cumulative values  and δ after which In Section 4.2.5, we propose a sub-protocol that enables
new queries are not allowed. The choice of this parameter the system to remove/add a server from/to the CA when
highly depends on the application domain and is out of this server collaborates. However, this is not always the
case and UnLynx might want to exclude a misbehaving
the scope for this paper.
Step 7. Each step of the key switch sub-protocol can server that refuses to leave.
The first solution is to require the DPs to re-encrypt
be verified and the result can be decrypted only by the
their
data with the CA’s new public key, assuming that
querier. Each server can check that the encryption is inDPs
keep
off-line backups of their data. When this is not
deed switched to the querier’s public key and, if this is not
possible,
we
propose that a threshold of t (out of m − 1)
the case, any server can block the process.
servers
reconstruct
the secret key of the leaving server Sm
Step 8. If the querier does not receive the final result
through
the
use
of
a (t, m − 1)-verifiable secret-sharing
from the server to which it is connected, e.g., because the
(VSS)
scheme
[18].
In
such a scheme, a potentially dishonserver is unresponsive, it can simply send the same request
est dealer can share Sm’s secret key km, among the m−1
to another server.
In conclusion, data are encrypted during the whole remaining servers, in such a way that any t semi-honest
protocol execution, therefore data confidentiality is not servers can reconstruct km but any subset of t−1 servers
compromised at any step. All computations are publicly learn nothing about km. This secret sharing should be
verifiable due to the use of zero-knowledge proofs. Finally, done for all servers when they join the CA. In this way,
UnLynx provides (, δ)-differential privacy and unlinkabil- when Sm is removed from the CA, its private key can
ity between DPs and their data through to the use of new be reconstructed by the remaining CA servers. This VSS
distributed and secure sub-protocols, namely distributed weakens the threat model defined in Section 3.2 but endeterministic-tag, distributed results obfuscation and veri- hances the dynamism of the CA by enabling it to discard
a misbehaving or unresponsive server. In fact, by using a
fiable shuffle sub-protocols.
(t, m − 1)-verifiable secret-sharing scheme, the security of
the scheme is guaranteed, as long as t out of m−1 servers
6 UnLynx’s Possible Extensions
are honest or honest-but-curious, instead of only 1 in the
By analyzing UnLynx and its set of protocols, we can iden- Anytrust model.
tify two potential improvements: (1) data integrity/input
validation and (2) a way to exclude a non-cooperative 7 Performance Evaluation
server from the CA. We propose two new solutions that
We start with a theoretical analysis of UnLynx’s compucan be implemented in the next version of this system.
tation and communication complexities. Then, we discuss
our experimental setup and evaluate UnLynx’s perfor6.1 Input-Range Validation
In this paper, we assume DPs are honest-but-curious and mance. We consider the performance when producing the
we do not ensure the correctness of the data they provide. results for one single query. We demonstrate that UnLNevertheless, to limit the effect of DPs who introduce in- ynx yields acceptable performance and is scalable with
valid data, we propose an input-range validation technique. the amount of data and the size of the CA.
Adding input-data validation in UnLynx is not intended
for, and will not help in, situations where a DP injects a
large amount of invalid data (many data records), but it

7.1 UnLynx Complexity
We discuss the time and communication complexities for
each of our sub-protocols. We denote by m the number
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of servers in the CA, r the total number of records sent
by all the DP s, and f and g the number of attributes in
the WHERE clause and in the GROUP BY statement, respectively. The number of different combinations of GROUP BY
attributes is denoted gd and we usually have r >> gd.
Finally, t is the size of the noise-values list, and a is the
number of attributes in the query SELECT statement. We
discuss the complexity of each sub-protocol and UnLynx’s
overall complexity.
Verifiable Shuffle. In this sub-protocol, all the ciphertexts have to be shuffled and re-randomized by all the
servers, resulting in a computation and communication
complexity of O(m·r·(f +g+a)).
Distributed Deterministic Tag. In this sub-protocol,
only the attributes in the WHERE clause and in the GROUP BY
statement are processed. Both the computation and communication complexities are therefore O(m·r·(f +g)).
Collective Aggregation. Before executing this subprotocol, the responses are locally filtered and aggregated
by each server, which means that the number of responses
is reduced from r to m · gd. Moreover, the size of the responses is reduced from g+f +a to g+a, as the WHERE clause
attributes are no longer useful and can be discarded. The
servers can be organized in a binary tree structure, such
that each server aggregates the results of its children and
its own. Hence, the computation complexity is O(log2(m)·
gd·(g+a)) and the communication is O((m−1)·gd·(g+a)).
Distributed Results Obfuscation. Both the computation and communication complexities of this sub-protocol
are O(m·t) and correspond to the complexity of shuffling
the noise values. Other parts of the protocol incur a negligible workload.
Key Switch. The complexity depends mainly on the
number of servers and on the size of the responses. Both
the computation and communication complexities are
O(m·gd·(g+a)).
Overall Complexity. The overall complexity of our
protocol can be reduced to the complexity of the verifiable
shuffle sub-protocol, that is responsible for most of the
computation and communication.
We recall that even if most of the sub-protocols need to
be executed sequentially by the servers, the computations
performed locally by each server are highly parallelizable.
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implements all the sub-protocols described in Section 4. In
all of these sub-protocols, we assume the existence of a
distributed ledger for which the implementation is future
work. This means that the proofs of correctness are stored
in global variables and the query logging and equality checking are not implemented yet. The communication between
different participants relies on TCP. Finally, in order to allow for an easy deployment of UnLynx in different environments, we implemented an application that automatically
handles the creation of the CA on multiple servers and
provides queriers with an easy way to query the system.

7.3 System Evaluation
We used Mininet [6] to simulate a realistic virtual network
between servers. Each CA server ran on a separate machine
and was connected to the others by a 1Gbps link with a
communication delay of 10ms. For each of our servers, we
used machines with two Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 CPUs with
a 2.5GHz frequency, 256GB RAM that supports 24 threads
on 12 cores. In our performance evaluation, we study the
execution time of Steps 3 to 7 presented in Section 4. We do
not include the time needed to initialize the system (Step 0)
or for the data providers to encrypt their data since these
operations are done once and offline. The time needed for
the querier to build the query (Step 1), for the DPs to send
their responses (Step 2), and for the querier to decrypt the
results (Step 8) are also left out. For Step 1 and Step 8, the
runtime is negligible in comparison to the whole process,
whereas the time needed for Step 2 depends almost entirely
on the communication links between the servers and the
DPs. In the following, we describe the default parameters
used in our experiments and we observe the influence of
each parameter on the overall system separately.

Parameter
#
#
#
#
#
#

of
of
of
of
of
of

servers
responses in tot.
filtering attributes
possible groups
aggregating attributes
noise values

Default Value
3
15,000
2
10
10
1,000

Table 2. Default parameter values used for the evaluation of UnLynx.

We simulated distributed computations on 15,000 responses, evenly distributed among 3 servers. A response
We implemented UnLynx in Go [5], and the experimen- was considered to contain 2 filtering attributes, e.g., one in
tal code is publicly available at https://github.com/lac1/ the WHERE clause and one in the GROUP BY statement, and
unlynx [7]. We relied on Go’s native crypto library and 10 aggregating attributes. We assume 10 different groups,
the public advanced crypto DeDiS library [2]. The latter i.e., GROUP BY attributes can form up to 10 different group
includes an implementation of a verifiable shuffle of se- combinations. We chose to use a list of 1,000 obfuscating
quences of ElGamal pairs [34] and zero-knowledge proofs noise values. The default parameters are summarized in
for general statements about discrete logarithms [16]. We Table 2. In the following graphs, each measurement is
used ElGamal encryption on the Ed25519 elliptic curve averaged over 10 independent runs.
[12] with 128-bit security. More specifically, our prototype

7.2 System Implementation
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We begin our evaluation by showing how our decentralized data-sharing protocol is collectively executed by three
servers (S1, S2, S3) with the default parameters described
above. The results are shown in Figure 4.
Recall, each server has to run the verifiable shuffle and

Fig. 4. Runtime for the different servers (S1, S2, S3) in the CA.
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responses, we begin by increasing the number of responses
processed by each server in the collective authority.
Figure 5(b) shows the time it takes for all servers to produce all zero-knowledge proofs, as well as the time needed
for an entity3 to verify these proofs. We do not consider the
time it takes for the servers to publish their proofs and for
a verifier to download the data necessary to verify them.
Results from Figure 5(a) show evidence of UnLynx’s
scalability. In fact, UnLynx is able to satisfy a request
with 150K responses in less than 73 seconds. However, in
Figure 5(b), we observe that the zero-knowledge proofs
incur a non-negligible computational overhead. For example, a query with 15K responses is answered in less than 9
seconds when it does not include proofs, whereas the complete execution takes almost 64 seconds. This represents
an expanding factor of 7.
Varying the response size. We study the runtime of
UnLynx against the number of attributes in each response.
We consider that half of the attributes in a response are
filtering attributes. Figure 5(c) shows that the runtime
increases almost linearly with respect to the size of the
responses, and the proofs bear a non-negligible overhead
as shown in Figure 5(d).
Varying the number of groups. We observe UnLynx’s runtime when increasing the number of possible
groups or, in other words, the number of different combinations of GROUP BY attributes. This is plotted in Figures 5(e)
and 5(f). As the number of responses is constant, the execution time for the verifiable shuffle and DDT (Steps 3 and 4)
are constant and, combined, they take less than 9 seconds
on average. The proof creation and verification also remain
constant at 29 and 15 seconds, respectively. The runtime,
both with and without proofs, increases with the number
of groups but remains within acceptable boundaries. For
example, with 1,000 possible groups, the execution time
without proofs takes approximately 9+3.3=12.3 seconds.
Varying the number of servers. We assess the effect of the size of the CA on UnLynx’s runtime. Figure 6
shows that the latency increases slightly with an increasing
number of servers. This is explained by the fact that the
workload and data are distributed among a larger number
of servers, thus improving the parallelization of UnLynx.
Nevertheless, adding a server increases the number of
steps needed to complete each of the sub-protocols, which
hinders the positive effect of improved parallelization.

distributed deterministic-tag sub-protocols on the data
received from their DPs. A server can run these two
sub-protocols sequentially, without having to synchronize
with the others. Nevertheless, they are still required to
participate in the sub-protocols when requested. As a consequence, both sub-protocols can be executed in parallel
by the CA, hence we can efficiently distribute the workload
among the servers. Once these first two steps are finished,
the server responsible for initially processing the query
begins a collective aggregation. Finally, the same server
sequentially executes the distributed results obfuscation
sub-protocol and then the key switch sub-protocol.
By further analyzing the graph, we see that the first two
sub-protocols are the most time consuming, as they are
required to process all the DPs’ responses. In contrast, the
last two sub-protocols are executed significantly faster, as
they are only required to process aggregate responses. The
DRO execution time is constant for a given number of
servers.
Using these observations, we often group the two first
sub-protocols - "Ver. Shuffle + DDT" - and the three last
sub-protocols - "Other" - in our experimental results. Moreover, we always separate the runtime of the sub-protocols
and their respective proofs, as the proofs can be verified
offline. At runtime, servers are required to save all the information needed (e.g, the ciphertexts and the public values
derived from the secret/ephemeral keys used) to create the
proofs in order to be able to generate them when requested.
Finally, we observe that the communication is the most 7.3.1 Storage Overhead
time consuming process and accounts for 75% of the overall We now discuss the storage overhead induced by ElGamal
execution time. We now study the scalability of UnLynx encryption. We recall that our encryption relies on an elagainst different parameters.
Varying the number of responses. To show that
UnLynx scales almost linearly with the total number of
3 We assume that this entity has the same computing power as one
of the servers.
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(a) Runtime vs. total number of responses.

(d) Proof creation and verification runtime vs.
responses’ size.
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(b) Proof creation and verification runtime vs. (c) Runtime vs. size of the responses (half of
total number of responses.
each response is filtering attributes and other
half is aggregating attributes).

(e) Runtime vs. number of groups.

(f) Proof creation and verification runtime vs.
number of groups.

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation of UnLynx (using the default parameters presented in Table 2). (a), (c), and (e) do not include proof creation
or verification. In (b), (d) and (f), all proofs from all servers are computed and verified.

liptic curve with 128-bit security and that each encrypted
message is a pair of points on the curve. Each point is
encoded with 32 bytes, hence each encrypted message is
64 bytes long. Therefore, the encryption of an integer (4
bytes) in clear text yields an expansion factor of 64/4=16.
For example, assume each DP’s database contains 10,000
lines and 120 columns. Each line contains data belonging to
one individual, and the columns correspond to attributes.
Here, the amount of data stored by each DP is 4.8MB if
it is stored in clear, and 73.25MB if it is encrypted. Finally, storage overhead on each CA server is negligible, as
data can be temporarily stored and discarded after locally
aggregating the data.

Fig. 6. Runtime for a varying number of servers in the CA.

7.3.2 Communication Overhead
As shown by our performance evaluation, most of the subprotocol’s execution time is dedicated to communication.
We use the same example as in the previous section and assume that a query requests 120 columns, half of which are
filtering attributes. In this case, each DP sends 73.25MB to
the servers. Considering six DPs, this results in 439.5MB
of data to be processed by the CA. The communication
overhead for each sub-protocol is given below.
Verifiable Shuffle. All the data have to be sent through
all three servers, resulting in a communication overhead of
439.5×3=1315.5MB.
Distributed Deterministic Tag. In this sub-protocol,
only the attributes in the WHERE clause and in the
GROUP BY statement need to be sent, which totals to
439.5
2 ×3=659.25MB.
Collective Aggregation. Before executing this subprotocol, the responses are locally filtered and aggregated
by each server. With 10 possible groups, we obtain a
communication overhead of only 0.14MB for when all the
filtering attributes are in the GROUP BY statement (worst
case scenario). We recall that WHERE clause attributes can
be discarded after the responses have been filtered.
Distributed Results Obfuscation. The amount of
traffic for this sub-protocol depends on the number of
servers and the size of the noise value list that, in this case,
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is 1,000 clear text integers. Therefore, for this particular
example, we send around 0.004MB ×3=0.012MB of data.
Key Switch. In this sub-protocol, only the final results
of the query are processed. With 10 possible groups, the
highest possible communication overhead is 0.2MB.
Finally, in order to privately process 439.5MB of data,
UnLynx needs to send 1315.5+659.25+0.14+0.012+0.2=
1975.1MB, which is 4.5 times the original amount of data.
In Figure 7, we observe the influence of the bandwidth
capacity and communication delay between the servers. By
using the default parameters presented in Table 2 and with
1Gbps links, the maximum communication rate observed
was 80Mbps. We show, for increasing latency, the complete
runtime of UnLynx when the communication rate is not
limited (80Mbps) and when it is reduced to 40Mbps and
20Mbps. As expected, the computation time is constant,
around 1.3 seconds, and the communication time increases
with both the bandwidth and the transmission delay. We
observe that when the delay increases, reducing the bandwidth from 80Mbps to 40Mbps does not have a significant
effect on the overall runtime. This occurs because when
the delay increases the maximum communication rate also
decreases.
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possible tradeoffs that can be made in order to improve
UnLynx’s response time.
We show that our system could improve and simplify
the process of carrying out a survey on sensitive personal
data. In fact, such surveys are usually done on data that
are anonymized, hence reducing the precision of the results.
Moreover, and as demonstrated by D. Bogdanov et al. [13],
obtaining the permission to access such sensitive data is
administratively heavy, requires the participation of multiple data-protection entities (local government, European
Union, ...) and is extremely time and money consuming.
UnLynx enables us to do a secure and privacy-preserving
survey on data that are encrypted at rest and during
computations, and that remain under the DPs’ control
throughout the process. This can tremendously facilitate
the access to data and the achievement of such surveys.

Fig. 8. Runtime for adding/removing a server to/from the CA.

We consider a realistic example where a statistical institute wants to compute the average salary of the top 20
biotechnology companies in the United States. The query
is ‘SELECT AVG(salaries) FROM C1,...,C20 WHERE age in [40:
50] AND ethnicity = Caucasian GROUP BY gender’. A
SELECT AVG(∗) query is executed by combining the results
Fig. 7. Runtime for different values of bandwidth capacity and latency of the ‘SELECT SUM(salaries), COUNT(∗)’ query on the
for the links between the servers.
same filtering attributes. In our example, the DPs are the
companies, the querier is the statistical institute and the
7.3.3 Dynamic Collective Authority
collective authority corresponds to three servers handled by
We observe the latency incurred by adding/removing a the statistical institute, a consortium of the companies and
server to/from the CA. We do not include the time to the US government (who wants to ensure that data are protransfer the data between DPs and servers. We assume tected). We assume that each company has 20K employees.
that the server leaving/joining the CA is willing to particIn this scenario, which we refer to as our baseline, all data
ipate in the process.
are encrypted and all the zero-knowledge proofs are created
The results are shown in Figure 8 and depict an al- and verified. Then, we discuss two possible tradeoffs that
most linear increase in runtime with the total number of can be used in UnLynx and compare their performance.
ciphertexts collectively held by the DPs.
The first tradeoff is to consider all servers as nonmalicious, hence to not ask for proofs of correctness. This
8 Example
reduces the runtime by at least 90%, as shown in Figure 9.
A
verifier can also randomly ask for - and check - part of
Application: Secure Survey
the proofs or request proofs from a single server. In both
To illustrate that UnLynx is usable in practice, we present
cases, this can be done offline and the proof-execution time
a realistic use case of a secure distributed survey. We also
decreases proportionally to the amount of omitted proofs.
further assess our system’s performance and study the
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ID
P1
P2
P3
P4

Gen.
F
M
M
F

Age
40:50
40:50
30:40
30:40

Ethnicity
Caucasian
Caucasian
Asian
Asian

...
...
...
...
...
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Salary
EK (100,032)
EK (10,009)
EK (10,080)
EK (100,014)

Table 3. Proposed database structure. In this specific example, gender,
age and ethnicity are non-sensitive filtering attributes and are therefore
left in clear. To reduce the risk of identity disclosure, the table values
are generalized to satisfy k-anonymity with k =2 for the quasi-identifiers
age, gender and ethnicity. Salary is a sensitive attribute and is therefore
encrypted under the CA’s public key K

Fig. 9. Protocol runtime considering the tradeoffs between security/privacy
and efficiency in the case of a secure census.

As servers cannot anticipate which proofs will be verified,
they must still compute correctly, if they do not want to
be caught cheating.
The second tradeoff is for DPs to have all the filteringattribute values stored in clear text. This enables servers to
locally aggregate DPs’ responses for each combination of
filtering attributes, thus reducing the number of responses
to be processed from the number of records sent by the
DPs to the number of different filtering attribute combinations. The latter usually being considerably smaller than
the former.
In Figure 9, we can verify that each of these tradeoffs significantly enhances performance. Producing and verifying
50% of the proofs at each server reduces the execution time
by 45%, whereas having all DPs send clear text filtering
attributes reduces it by 99%.
Considering the results shown in Figure 9, it becomes
obvious that, in order to control the computation and
storage overhead, the categorization of attributes as either
sensitive or non-sensitive is key in deciding what needs to
be encrypted. We suggest the following guidelines for an
efficient and privacy-preserving solution.
Non-sensitive attributes (e.g., age, gender or ethnicity).
Stored in clear and protected by privacy-protection techniques yielding, for example, k-anonymity [43].
Sensitive attributes (e.g., salary). Store encrypted under
the CA’s public key K.
We provide an example database, Table 3, that respects
these guidelines where EK (x) refers to the ElGamal encryption of message x.
Finally, we argue that a response time of 24 minutes,
for a secure distributed and privacy-preserving survey on
400,000 records, is acceptable. We recall that this response
time does not include Steps 0, 1, 2 and 8, as explained in
Section 7. In this specific case, if we assume that (1) DPs
machines have the same settings as the servers described

in Section 7, (2) data are encrypted beforehand and (3)
DPs respond all at the same time, then the time to transmit these data (Step 2) is around 0.4 seconds. This time
depends exclusively on the communication link between
the servers and DPs and on the amount of data to be sent.
In conclusion, if we assume that the filtering attributes,
namely age, gender and ethnicity are stored in clear, protected by anonymization techniques and that the proofs
of correctness are not executed, then UnLynx’s response
time is reduced to 0.4 seconds as shown in Figure 9.

9 Related Work
In the database research community, various architectures have been proposed for efficient data-sharing and
distributed-data management among different institutions.
For example, PeerDB [36] is a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed data-sharing system that offers capabilities for
data management, content-based search and a flexible configuration of network topology. Yang et al. [48] propose
a hybrid P2P system for distributed data-sharing that
combines the efficiency of structured P2P networks and
the flexibility of unstructured ones. Yet, these solutions, as
opposed to UnLynx, provide almost no security or privacy
guarantees for dealing with sensitive data.
Similarly, in the security and privacy community, most
of the existing systems, which use cryptographic or statistical techniques to enable sensitive data protection and
sharing, strive to provide the same features as UnLynx;
they either lack efficiency or provide lower security.
In general, privacy-preserving data-sharing systems are
designed as either centralized or decentralized. Due to low
complexity and communication overhead, centralized systems such as CryptDB [39] and Mona [30], are popular in
cloud computing and are usually more efficient than their
decentralized counterparts. However, centralized systems
provide weakest-link security and some assume a trusted
third party [10, 20, 30, 39]. In the presence of a strong and
persistent adversary that targets a single point of failure,
these methods are inappropriate for handling sensitive
data.
In order to avoid weakest-link security, some systems use
a decentralized framework. For example, Duan et al. [21]
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propose P4P (Peers for Privacy) for privacy-preserving
data mining by employing a hybrid architecture that integrates the popular client-server paradigm and decentralizes
the computation among a server and a number of peers.
The framework assumes an adversary model with a number of constraints, such as a well-protected server and noncollusion between server and peers. Multi-server systems,
which include those using public cloud servers, often make
use of secret sharing [14, 26, 49] where a number of servers
secret-share the data providers’ data in order to guarantee
confidentiality of the data, as long as a threshold number
of the servers does not collude. A fundamental issue with
data-secret sharing, however, is that data providers cannot
store and manage their own data; instead, this is handled
by the servers. Finally, storing sensitive data at a server
might not be desirable, or even possible, especially if this
server is physically in a different country or jurisdiction.
UnLynx does not present any of these limitations. Another family of decentralized frameworks
([11, 28, 33, 40, 42, 50]) is based on secure multiparty computation (SMPC) protocols that can theoretically perform
any computation task without leaking any party’s private
data. Yet, several critical issues, with current SMPC solutions, render them impractical in real operational settings.
For instance, state-of-the-art SMPC libraries cannot appropriately address computations that involve more than two
participants (e.g., [11, 28, 33, 42]). The computation and
memory costs of these solutions are already prohibitively
high in a semi-honest adversary model, let alone when
considering malicious behavior. UnLynx is designed to be
inherently parallelizable to guarantee efficient sharing of
sensitive data among any number of peers with strongestlink security and verifiable computations.
Finally, in contrast to the heavy cryptographic solutions,
hardware-based solutions (e.g., [38, 41]) tend to become increasingly popular in the privacy and security research community, due to the recent technology advances in trusted
hardware, such as Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX).
Nevertheless, hardware-based solutions rely on the fact
that the users must trust the hardware producers (e.g., Intel) who manage the master keys that are involved in some
important protocols. Furthermore, even in the presence of
trusted hardware, side-channel attacks based on memory
and network access patterns have proven to be effective in
many scenarios [29, 37, 47], which shows the immaturity
of deploying such systems - at their current stage - to
address critical challenges such as secure data sharing. Instead, UnLynx, is based on well-established cryptographic
techniques that rely on a standard security model, and
it provides a set of critical security features that none of
previous contributions have achieved, such as proof of computation and decentralized trust. Hence, its strong security
guarantees, coupled with its ability to efficiently support
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thousands of data providers, make UnLynx ready for
immediate deployment in real operational environments.
In UnLynx, we propose an efficient protocol that provides differential privacy guarantees for queries executed
on distributed databases. This solution, as most other existing solutions, relies on the addition of some noise that
is derived from a probability distribution such that the
final result respects differential privacy. Anandan et al. [9],
Narayan et al. [32] and Mohammed et al. [31] propose to
use secure two-party computation in order to jointly generate a probability distribution and obliviously derive a noise
value from it. These solutions are efficient, but limited to
only two parties. Chen et al. [17] propose a solution with
multiple parties that work together with a trusted proxy
in order to add a distributively created noise. Dwork et al.
[22] remove the need for a trusted party by using verifiable
secret sharing of noise values that are then combined in
order to generate the noise. Nevertheless, secret sharing
imposes that at least two-thirds of the parties are honest,
whereas our protocol is secure in an Anytrust Model [46].

10 Conclusions and Future Work
UnLynx is a modular decentralized system for privacypreserving data sharing among multiple data providers.
Specifically, we enable a querier to obtain aggregate statistics for different grouping criteria on a set of different
databases. We achieve this through protocols that enable
a number of independent servers to compute on distributed
data sets and that provide proofs of correctness of their
work. We further build upon advances in several areas,
such as zero-knowledge proofs and verifiable shuffling, and
we bring them all together into UnLynx, providing security and privacy guarantees against malicious behavior.
Additionally, by introducing a new protocol for distributed
obfuscation of results, UnLynx ensures (, δ)-differential
privacy for individuals sharing their data. The performance evaluation of our prototype shows that it is efficient
and almost linearly scalable with the amount of data to
be processed. We provide a realistic use case of a secure
distributed survey.
For future work, we intend to explore different cryptosystems (e.g., lattice-based homomorphic encryption) suitable
for decentralized trust, which would enable more efficient
computations, more flexible and sophisticated queries, and
lower storage overhead.
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A Zero-Knowledge Proofs
A.1 Distributed Deterministic-Tag
We recall the distributed deterministic-tag sub-protocol
below.
This sub-protocol is made of two consecutive rounds.
It starts with EK (x) = (C1, C2) = (rB, x + rK), the
ciphertext tuple corresponding to an ElGamal encryption
of message x under the CA’s public key K.
In the first round, each server sequentially generates a
fresh secret si and adds the value derived from its secret
siB to C2. This eliminates the possibility to have a deterministic tag of 0 as an output of the protocol when
the input message is zero. After this first round, the enPm
crypted message is (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rK + i=1siB). Let
(C̃1,0, C̃2,0) = (C1, C2) be a ciphertext resulting from the
first round.
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In the second round, each server partially and sequentially modifies this ciphertext. More specifically, when
server Si receives the modified ciphertext (C̃1,i−1, C̃2,i−1)
from server Si−1, it computes (C̃1,i, C̃2,i) as
C̃1,i =siC̃1,i−1

(13)

and
C̃2,i =si C̃2,i−1 − C̃1,i−1ki



(14)

Once all of these computations are done, we discard the
first component C̃1,m and obtain
C̃2,m =sx+

m
X
sisB

(15)

i=1

Qm
where s = i=1 si is a short-term collective secret corresponding to the product of each server’s fresh secret. C̃2,m
is the deterministic tag collectively computed from the
original ciphertext (C1, C2).
Each time a server does the computations in the first
round and in Equations (13) and (14), it must also compute a zero-knowledge proof to prove that the computations have been done correctly. In this case, when adding
a secret value and when computing (C̃1,i, C̃2,i), server
Si is the prover and anybody can act as a verifier. In
the first round, the prover proves that he knows si the
discrete logarithm of siB. Coming back to Equation (1)
in Section 2.3, it is easy to see that for Equation (14),
y1 = si, y2 = kisi are the discrete logarithms of siB and
kisiB = siKi, respectively. The points siKi, siB, A = C̃2,i,
A1 = C̃2,i−1 and A2 =−C̃1,i−1 on G are public and are part
of the proof. The publication of siB also guarantees that
server Si has used the same secret si for all data during a
given query. This means that for each query, server Si will
pick a value si that will be used throughout the query and
will be different for the next query.
For Equation (13), y1 = si is the discrete logarithm of
siC̃1,i−1. The points C̃1,i, siB, A= C̃1,i and A1 = C̃1,i−1on
G are public and are part of the proof.

A.2 Key Switch
We recall the key switch sub-protocol below.
We start with EK (x) = (C1, C2) = (rB, x + rK), a
ciphertext tuple corresponding to the ElGamal encryption of message x under the CA’s public key K. Let
(C̃1,0, C̃2,0) = (0, C2,j ) be the initial modified ciphertext tuple. Each server will partially and sequentially
modify this element. Specifically, when server Si receives
(C̃1,i−1, C̃2,i−1) from server Si−1, it generates a fresh
random nonce vi and computes (C̃1,i, C̃2,i) as
C̃1,i = C̃1,i−1 +viB

(16)

and
C̃2,i = C̃2,i−1 −(rj B)ki +viU
= C̃2,i−1 −rj Ki +viU.

(17)
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where v =v1 +...+vm.
Each time a server does the computations in Equations
(16) and (17), it must also compute a zero-knowledge proof
to prove that the computations have been done correctly.
Again, at each step i, server Si is the prover and anybody
can be the verifier. Coming back to Equation (1) in Section
2.3, it is easy to see that for Equation (17), y1 =ki, y2 =vi
are the discrete logarithms of kiB = Ki and viB, respectively. All points Ki, viB, A= C̃2,i − C̃2,i−1, A1 =−rj B and
A2 = U are made public and do not leak any information
about underlying secrets.
For Equation (16), y1 = vi is the discrete logarithm of
viB. All points viB, A= C̃1,i − C̃1,i−1 and A1 =U are made
public and do not leak any information about underlying
secrets.

A.3 Dynamic Collective Authority
We recall the sub-protocol allowing to add/remove a server
from the collective authority.
Let Sm be the server that needs to be added. Any data
provider that stored data encrypted using the CA’s previous public key Kprev must execute the corresponding subprotocol in order to have its data encrypted under the CA’s
new public key Knew. When adding a new server Sm to the
collective authority S1,...,Sm−1, Kprev = K1 + ... + Km−1
and Knew = K1 + ... + Km. Starting from a message x
encrypted under Kprev, (C1, C2)=(rB, x+rKprev), server
Sm multiplies C1 by its private key km
C1km =(rB)km =rKm

(18)

and adds the result to C2
C̃2 =C2 +rKm =x+rKprev +rKm =x+rKnew.

(19)

Component C̃1 remains the same, i.e.,
C̃1 =C1.
Coming back to Equation (1) in Section 2.3, we see that
for Equation (19), y1 = km is the discrete logarithm of
kmB = Km. All points Km, A = C̃2 − C2 and A1 = C1
are made public and do not leak any information about
underlying secrets.
Now, assume a collective authority of m servers S1,...,Sm
and let Sm be the server that needs to be removed. In this
case, Kprev = K1 +...+Km and Knew = K1 +...+Km−1. In
order to update the encryption of message x to the CA’s
new public key Knew, server Sm must compute C̃2 as
C̃2 =C2 −rKm =x+rKprev −rKm =x+rKnew.

(20)

Again, using Equation (1) in Section 2.3, we see that
for Equation (20), y1 = km is the discrete logarithm of
kmB =Km. All points Km, A= C̃2 −C2 and A1 =−C1 are
made public and do not leak any information about underlying secrets. For Equation (18), y1 =km is the discrete
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logarithm of kmrB and the point kmrB is public and do
not leak any information about underlying secrets.

B SELECT∗ query
UnLynx’s design enables the system to respond to queries
of the form ‘SELECT ∗’. The system would handle this query
by executing all the steps of the Decentralized Data Sharing
protocol 4.1 except Steps 5 and 6 that would be skipped.
While this can be useful for a data provider wishing to
retrieve/decrypt parts/all of his database, UnLynx should
not allow these queries on a distributed database held
by multiple data providers. In fact, it is not possible to
answer this request while preserving the privacy and data
confidentiality of data providers because differential privacy cannot be ensured on non-aggregated data. Moreover,
an external querier would have access to DP’s raw data.
Hence, our system should only allow this operation for a
data provider querying his own database.

